
The Waterbury Public Library's No Pressure Book Group
meets on the 2nd Thursday of the month at 7:00, except in

summer months. Join us (in person or via Zoom) to share what
you are reading, trade suggestions, and talk books!

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No
Good, Very Bad Day by Judith Vorst

Someone Knows My Name by Lawrence Hill

A gift to one of our readers who was having
exactly that kind of day, the perfect picture
book can be good for the soul. It'll take just a
few minutes to read and perhaps it will help you
cope with your own terrible, horrible, no good,
very bad day!

A beautifully written novel recounting the
experience of a woman abducted into slavery as
a child in Africa, who dreams of freedom and
returning home. Our reader assures us this is not
an entirely bleak story and that Aminata does
have some good things happen along the way.
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https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/cd425d9e-e614-1c9c-8b0c-1da96e1108cc-eng/Home?searchId=1062902&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/875441.Someone_Knows_My_Name?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=O7S36LHta0&rank=1


With Paris as the backdrop, a couple are
smitten when they find the seemingly "perfect"
nanny for their children - only to have the
relationship spiral out of control. A fun ride.

The Perfect Nanny by Leila Slimani

A Heart That Works
by Rob Delaney

The heart-breaking memoir of comedian Rob
Delaney's loss of his son. An unflinching portrayal
of grief.

Agatha Christie: An Elusive Woman by
Lucy Worsley

A recent biography of the beloved mystery writer  
reveals a complex and more modern woman than
readers may expect. The biographer had access
to rarely seen personal letters and papers of
Christie's.

https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/e355457a-dd68-7ea4-463c-4626dfc7b460-eng/Home?searchId=1063815&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/61295403-a-heart-that-works?ref=nav_sb_ss_1_18
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/e2d5c835-bf3c-393e-77f8-a574a45b6196-eng/Home?searchId=1063832&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex


In Teachers We Trust by 
Pasi Sahlberg and Timothy D. Walker

An examination of the highly successful Finnish
way of teaching and learning. This book lays out
seven key principles for establishing a culture of
trust in schools.

The Indigo Girl by Natasha Boyd

Set in 1740, Eliza is just sixteen years old when
her father sets sale leaving her in charge of her
families vast South Carolina plantations. Eliza
determines that the path to success is paved with
indigo and begins the process of bringing this
highly valued crop to the new world.

The German Wife by Kelly Rimmer

Lots of historical fiction this week! Following the
second world war, a top secret US intelligence
program recruits former Nazis. One German
wife is eager to make a fresh start in a new
country, but is met with suspicion and rage from
her new neighbors.

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/43726572-in-teachers-we-trust?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=rwzcgZ53bK&rank=1
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/dfdeb6a1-9d44-dd30-4260-0463768a9af9-eng/Home?searchId=1063865&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/316f13e3-ed8b-ca3b-8253-f4daedec53cc-eng/Home?searchId=1063909&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex


Lone Women by Victor LaValle

And yet another work of historical fiction! It's
1915 and Adelaide is a "lone woman" who heads
west to make her way in the world alone taking
advantage of the government's offer of free land.
She carries with her a dark and terrible family
secret.

And a sneak peek! Get ready for Summer Reading Bingo!

https://waterbury.aspendiscovery.org/GroupedWork/824ddcda-7707-f525-ae1a-bb7d9e207c3e-eng/Home?searchId=1063917&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex

